






All the 
space you 

need.
And then 

some.

VD21 ON C40155
Jewelry & Makeup Armoire
(Full Size Variant) 



Jewelry Armoire 
A necessary upgrade from the simple jewelry box, our 

jewelry armoires give you an entirely new and efficient 

way to organize your multi-sized accessories. 

While keeping your priceless items safe.

Jewelry & Makeup Armoire
Created for those who desire the best of both worlds, 

these cabinets allow you to keep both your makeup and 

jewelry tucked away in a single space. A one-stop 

solution to simplify your dressing routine, 

available in two sizes (full-size and standard).

Makeup Armoire 
Makeup items have the uncanny ability to clutter your 

dressing space or hide in corners to avoid being used. So, 

our cabinets come with neat compartments for all those 

lipsticks, makeup brushes and palettes, right where 

you can see them.

Your dressing space is where it all begins; that 

place where you carefully enhance your reflection 

to match how you see yourself. Gifting you more 

control over this space, we created three cabinet 

variants to meet your personal styling needs.



Standard Features:

Made from corrosion-resistant 304 stainless steel with 
a sleek design that suits any decor

Deep and flexible shelves with segregated slots for hair care, 
skincare, cosmetics, jewelry and more

Accommodates 100-192 earrings, 110 necklaces, 60 rings, 
24-30 bottles of nail paint, 32-40 lipsticks, hair clips, bracelets, 
bangles, watches and more

Contains a magnetic strip to easily store and access hairpins, 
safety pins and tweezers

Drop-down vanity table with edge guard prevents items from 
falling off while providing additional counter space

Vanity face-mirror within, aids in dressing up without having 
to open and close the cabinet door

Secure, magnetic door closure with an additional lock feature 
to keep precious items safe

Saint Gobain mirror for a crisp and clear reflection

2-year warranty to ensure you’re covered if anything goes 
wrong(it rarely does)

The option of in-the-wall or on-the-wall installation 
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Our Jewelry & Makeup Armoires are available in two sizes.* 

• Standard Size: 16" × 39.5" × 4.5"  

• Full Size: 16" × 61" × 4.5"

And every armoire offers two installation options.

• On the wall       

• In the Wall (Recessed)

Once you’ve picked the perfect style station, you personalize it!

• 5x LED Magnifying Mirrors 
 Capture every detail as you apply your makeup. 

• LED Light Bars (Linear & Diffused) 
 Brighten your reflection as you spruce yourself up.

* Sizes vary by cabinet type. Exact dimensions are available on our website.


